It is said that deliquescence curve of hygroscopic (i.e., water-soluble) solid exhibits discontinuity at deliquescence point due to phase transition between solid and liquid. According to the traditional experiments, with increase in relative humidity (i.e., saturation ratio) water-soluble solid particle dissolves sharply at a critical water vapor pressure, so-called deliquescence pressure, to change into solution droplet, and increases its volume abruptly. However, recently it is observed experimentally that deliquescence curve increases not sharply at a point but continuously (smoothly) over a narrow range of humidity. This suggests coexistence of soluble solid and liquid solution in this range of saturation ratio (deliquescence band). To examine equilibrium size of cloud droplets in deliquescence band, in which cloud droplet is able to contain partially dissolved hygroscopic solid, a mathematical model based on a thermodynamic consideration has been constructed and some model calculations have been done.
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